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Healing Through Sacred Arts 
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Sacred Work 

To live fully in the present and manifest our dreams is to walk our path of heart. It is through healing 

our bodies, hearts and minds that we remember who we are, our essence, and rekindle the flame of 

our spirit through acts of power in the world. The Medicine Wheel is a circle of wholeness that 

opens the doors to illumination and healing. It is with that sacred circle, I work with clients one to 

one or in small groups in my home. Workshops are available. Through the creation of the sacred 

arts, guided meditations, access to higher realms of spiritual guidance and acts of power, true 

transformation can be achieved. 

Sacred Arts create a bridge of light that illuminate the passions of the heart, tap into the source of 

ones essence and empower the spirit to move through gateways to live ones dream. In creating spirit 

into form, our dreams into reality, we move into the mystery and magic of life. It is through this 

transformation that personal healing to wholeness, balance and beauty opens us to the world of 

unlimited possibilities. The sacred arts that I am available to teach include masks, dolls, drums, 

rattles, shields, altars, weavings, medicine wheels and prayer sticks. 

Ceremonies 

Creating ceremonies for personal healing, house blessings, baptism, honoring the elders and other 

rites of passage are also available. I work with clients to tailor the ceremony to their vision of spirit, 

sacredness and beauty. 

Speaking 

The Sacred Art of Living in Balance and in Beauty 

Sacred Dance 

My current passion is healing through Sacred Dance. Creating a clear channel with the body through 

movement and the sacred giveaway. Infusing the body with the spirit of beauty and grace. 
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Credentials 

Bachelors of Education (special ed), University of Miami 

Attended workshops with Lynn since 1991 in Joshua Tree CA, Portland OR, Monterey CA, 

Big Island of Hawaii, and Ghost Ranch NM 

Graduate Lynn Andrews Center of Sacred Arts and Training 1998 

Continuing Education Program 1999, and Mentor, 2000 
 


